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About BUILDTECH
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS TO MAKING COUNCILS MORE ACCESSIBLE
BUILDTECH has a development team of 80 full time staff capable of creating various software solutions for businesses, government bodies and non-profit organisations. Our
development team has become the engine room that powers hundreds of businesses and agencies across North America and Australia. The systemization and leverage of skills,
allows BUILDTECH to create solutions for our clients in timely manner with our clients being a part of the entire process. BUILDTECH brings together some of the best experts
and minds in the business and technology world in their fields to provide you with the knowledge, strategy and resources you need to help you achieve the City of Calgary goals.
BUILDTECH will become the software partner on the journey to create a closer community and make Calgary a ‘City of the future’.
Why council software technology
As part of various communities and travelling extensively our team realised that councils all face the same dilemma. That dilemma councils faced was being able to provide all
their services to the community within their allocated budgets whilst creating deeper and more satisfactory relationships with their community. After creating an App Platform
for Regional Development Victoria (Australia), we saw first-hand all the problems city and country councils faced. We are confident that we can create custom solutions that we
know will provide the City of Calgary with tangible results for the following areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Service outcomes;
Customer satisfaction;
Employee morale;
Safety;
Partner relationships;
Community engagement;
Cost savings;
Automation;
Paperless interactions and
Security.

Our team is prepared to present product demonstrations to better illustrate the effectiveness of some of the solutions we feel will benefit Calgary and its residents.
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Introduction
BUILDING BETTER CONNECTED COMMUNITIES THROUGH COUNCILS
Imagine advanced technology that enables a City council to provide all the essential services to their local community at the touch of a button. We live in an amazing world
where everything is now connected online and easier; ordering and paying for food, products and services as well as keeping in touch with friends, family and our favourite
businesses. Personal technology continues to advance at a spectacular rate and people have come to expect this from everywhere including where they live as seen in the
advances in smart TVs, smart home devices and the apps that run them.
Mobile app platforms, social networks, SaaS (Software as a Service) and e-learning tools are no longer just for big businesses or brands’ marketing efforts. These are all now a
large part of our everyday lives. When considering client engagement with suppliers of any services or products, mobile apps are now established as a part of the technological
push that faces all businesses, organisations and government agencies. The simplicity of mobile app technology is that it enables the council to provide a resource that can cater
to the needs of users at any time of the day or night whilst improving the customer service and reducing costs. Mobile apps continue to evolve to enable a better and more
diversified user experience which will help increase the engagement of the council with its residents.
IoT (Internet of Things) is a term that will become more common place in the coming years as we all seek the world we live in and all our devices to be connected. The cities of
the future are closer with driverless cars a major push for most city offices; including Calgary. The possible reductions in traffic as well motor vehicle accidents offered by this
technology make it a must for any growing city. Calgary has been voted the fifth most liveable city in the world for eight consecutive years and smart technology will ensure that
not only does it continue to maintain this status, but it can also be the flagbearer for a ‘City of the Future’.
Our team can create the following custom software services listed below, to help make the City of Calgary a ‘Smarter City’.
Custom Smarter Mobile App
Our team has been creating software solutions to increase engagement, grow communities and automate systems whilst increasing the job satisfaction of staff. The current
Calgary 311 mobile app whilst efficient can be improved to allow for a greater role in the day to day activities and overall communication both internally and externally for the
municipality (council) of Calgary. The City of Calgary can be the flagbearer for creating smarter cities by enabling all residents, local businesses and staff various functionality at
the touch of a button. Visitors to Calgary accounted for over $1.6bn worth of spending in 2016 and ensuring all visitors also have a central contact point that can highlight all
benefits, landmarks, educational elements on the cultures and various other tools that the council can provide, will make the city more liveable.
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A well designed mobile app can be created to run alongside and even compliment some of the council’s existing software systems and help personnel become more efficient
and increase employee satisfaction. Incorporating advanced technology into the City of Calgary’s overall communications systems in the form of a better designed custom
mobile application should be important to enable the municipal to cater to a changing social and online playing field where their community, employees and stakeholders
already exist.
Learning Management System (LMS)
According to Go2HR (Canadian Tourism and hospitality HR association) it is estimated in Canada that almost 40% of staff may leave their job in their first year if they do not
receive adequate training. Our team has created custom standalone LMS tools and worked with our clients to ensure users of the LMS get the best results based on their
individual and collective needs. The ability for the City of Calgary to train and upskill staff as well as provide resources for the various users and residents will ensure a happier
community and workforce.
The social LMS can be used on a larger scale to empower and educate communities on the various cultural and social dynamics and differences. The social functionalities in the
LMS allow for controlled communication and feedback in a safe manner on a platform that the City council can control and monitor. Continued improvements in various
software technology has allowed our team to create the social LMS functionality that we can now incorporate into the City council app. Mobilizing the LMS will ensure users,
residents, visitors to Calgary and city council staff have access to the various learning material at any given time or location worldwide, that suits them to consume.
Our team will integrate automation, tracking and gamification in the LMS to ensure that there is the ability to follow up council staff, keep the staff engaged and track their
progress. The tracking will also allow the council to provide training resources to the public, that is specific to individual needs.
Facial Recognition Software
Security is now a greater concern than ever before, Calgary has over 3000 cameras currently installed to protect citizens and buildings as well as various landmarks. The
introduction of facial recognition systems within the main municipal buildings will add to the ease of use of facilities as well provide security. We have created systems that allow
for the removal of card swipe machines to allow users access to building areas where they have permission as well as to keep accurate track of users of facilities. This software
can be integrated into a custom Visitor Management System (VMS) software that we will create that can be provided at the various buildings to allow seamless access for all
users, staff and the members of public.
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Automation
Now more than ever City councils seek to create better bonds with their communities and to bridge the relationships within their community. We create systems that will allow
for automation between the City council and their community through campaigns that can be created to educate residents how to interact, all that their council provides whilst
forming deeper roots with their residents. Our team is equipped to create the systems and work alongside the council to provide on-going solutions that are trackable and
scalable. This systemization is designed to cater for the greater community including the differences between various cultural and socio-economic groups.
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Issues commonly experienced by local councils
1. Resident Engagement - Residents want to be able to have quick access to all their local council, to discuss matters that concern them. Not all their concerns are dealt with
quickly or easily, therefore residents struggle to engage with their local council and do so only when they feel they absolutely must.
2. Outstanding Accounts - Councils constantly must send payment enquiries and reminders to residents, this is a major factor to local council’s having large debt trails.
3. Resident Questions - Councils continue to search for ways to cover all the matters that concern residents living in their neighbourhood. With the growth of communities
comes many different cultural, racial and even religious concerns, councils struggle to effectively provide solutions that may arise.
4. Community Engagement - The growth of neighbourhoods with more people has created a disconnected feeling for residents. People feel alone and unsure of their
neighbours and these disconnections force people to change neighbourhoods, especially if they feel there is no support from their local council.
5. Communication Expenses - Councils still need to send all bills, fines, welcome pack and various information by paper mail to ensure that all their residents get any relevant
information. This form of communication is costly, slow, time consuming for employees and comes without guaranteed return on their investment.
6. Record Keeping - Councils still rely on paper invoices for residents, contractors, fines and various brochures for information. As communities continue to grow the need for
more documentation help residents navigate living within their suburb/community is a must.
7. Emergency Response - Councils suffer from an inability to track the most vital services required at any given time by residents and the inability to quickly change to suit a
changing landscape.
8. Community Safety - As communities continue to grow and housing developments increase, community safety continues to be placed at greater risk. Councils must play a
large part in creating bonds, informing residents of local and natural threats like fires, flash floods, etc, that may affect its residents.
9. Inefficient and Outdated Systems - As technology continues to evolve at an amazing rate, local councils are being left behind as they are forced to use older and less efficient
systems. These outdated systems may increase council employee dissatisfaction as well as increase the inability for councils to cater to all the issues their communities face.
10. Rapid expansion of communities – Cities and their populations continue to expand and as a result their existing infrastructures require constant review and upgrade. Traffic,
transport, employment and affordable housing if unchecked by the local council, can leave residents unhappy and may put pressure on the various communities.
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How Smarter Mobile App Technology can help Councils
MOBILE DEVICES DOMINATE RESIDENT INTERACTION
At the end of 2016, mobile overtook desktop as the preferred device to search via Google with 40% of all online searches now voice activated.
At the end of 2017, over half of the world’s population is now connected to the internet and there are almost 5 billion unique mobile end users.
In 2017, Canada had a population of approximately 35.2 million and there were almost 28.5 million mobile phones. Over 80% of Canadian internet end users now own a
smartphone, with over 40% of mobile subscribers using phones or tablets/iPads to read their emails. Over 55% of mobile users utilise tablets to access internet, read emails, run
some of the daily work tasks, watch videos, socialise & connect with others.
Apps now account for 89% of time spent on mobile devices by end users with only 11% of their time spent on websites.
People are more time poor now than ever before with the increase in the number of social media and online advertising that is targeted at them. For any council, it is now more
crucial to ensure that their residents get a seamless experience on their mobile devices.
It is now more important to keep your residents within an app, as it will be essential to ensure that all the services provided by the councils to their communities are available at
their fingertips. The goal then would be for councils to create a mobile platform that allows easy access to their council but also include features that bring end users to their app
as often as possible.
The future is in mobile ready software that engages the user, provides features that are relevant and has the flexibility to change when required.
It is important to also note that it is estimated that over 70% percent of people in Canada will use the mobile wallet which will replace the need for cash and credit or debit cards
by 2021. Apps then form the platform for the future of all marketing and communication with residents and businesses within a municipality.
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The updated mobile app as part of a
complete software package
The updated mobile application platform coupled with a custom CRM (Customer Relations Management), LMS (Learning Management System), facial recognition software and
automation tools will:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enable ease of contact between residents and their city council
Reduce the time required to engage with a municipal for a service for example
paying for permits, municipal licensing for businesses, seeking information on
pet fees, etc
Inform residents of matters that affect them for example snow storms, any
upcoming census, fires, traffic hazards, etc
Provide employees with a tool that enables better data management
Make a municipal efficient across its various departments by systemizing
communication and access flow
Increase engagement within the various communities and across all the wards
within the municipality
Provide a channel for neighbourhood security and a central location for
residents to air their concerns and communicate with each other
Promote the City council and showcase its services to visitors, potential new
residents and businesses wishing to relocate
Enable the City council to reduce costs on marketing, paper mail drops and
external training programs.
Enable the City council to use more modern tech for the security of buildings
and using software to control and monitor the use of municipal assets.

The proposed software package will not only improve elements identified by the ZBR (Zero Based Review) Section 3.3 (Request for Proposals 17-1740) as well as the Smart
Cities Challenge. The software package will provide the communities of Calgary with platforms that will continue to grow and more importantly evolve alongside them.
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5 Smarter Mobile App Benefits for your Council
1. INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Mobile apps that allow council employees to navigate, communicate, check
inventory and manage workflow can make council day-to-day activities run
more smoothly and efficiently.
Mobile apps can offer a quick way to enter dates (for meetings, bin pickups,
council hearings, events run by councils to support a cause or local
businesses, voting for councilors, etc.), make payments and accomplish other
simple tasks.
Communication between management and employees can be done within
the app and organizing events like meetings, council hearings, employee
review meetings, etc.
Residents can report issues like traffic hazards, dumped cars, stray or
dangerous animals, request information for services like parking and
planning permits all within the app.
The app will enable ease of flow of information to and from residents and
increase the productivity for the council with reduced time for dealing with
walk-ins who may be unsure of who at the council can help them.
Providing all the services within the app will allow the council to review
which areas require more attention for residents and how to better educate
them to live within their area.
Local businesses can view aspects that are important to them and contact
councils easier.
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2. CONNECT WITH RESIDENTS ANYWHERE AT ANYTIME
•
•

•
•

Having a native mobile app allows a council to connect with residents with the app on their
device wherever they are in world so long they have internet access.
Residents can interact with the city council at times that suit their schedule any time of the
day or night, 365 days of the year. The fewer the barriers there are to interactions, the higher
the rating of the council.
Residents will get a clearer understanding of the services provided by their local council.
One touch calling for the various locations and council facilities.

3. ENABLE RESIDENTS TO PAY FOR AND ACCESS COUNCIL SERVICES
•
•
•

•
•

70% of people contact a local council/ business after a search on their mobile device.
Enable residents to pay for fines, parking permits, rates and to use facilities like pools,
gyms and even for hiring meeting rooms at the council offices.
If your local council site comes up easily in online search results and is easy to browse,
chances are good that you’ll be getting more traffic and engagement from it.
Unfortunately, most council websites are cumbersome and overloaded, making it
hard for visitors to the site to find exactly what they are looking for.
A mobile app can provide greater access by focusing on services that are primary to
your residents and council staff.
One touch calling for the various locations and council facilities is easy to do via the
mobile app platform
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4. AVOID LOST BUSINESS AND GET RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

•

Bad mobile experiences are expensive to all businesses, government bodies and charities.
57% of users won’t recommend a business if they don’t like the business’ mobile site and 66%
won’t return to the site if it gives them trouble.
Ultimately businesses may opt to go to other cities if they feel a local council is out of touch
with its community and slow to meet their needs.
Residents will ultimately appreciate an app that enables them to easily interact with their local
council.
If your users can do as many processes within the app as possible, which helps with their time
allocation then this will make them quicker to recommend their council to friends and
businesses considering relocating to that municipality.
Businesses will love the simplicity of having the various software utilized by the City of Calgary
to make their lives and those of their clients; easier.

5. REDUCE COSTS
•

•

•

•

This is not a foreign concept for a council as councils are businesses as well. The end goal is
to provide residents with services and to do so the councils must charge for some services
they provide.
Councils are accountable for their expenditure and it is always in their best interests to
reduce costs and grow their business to enable them to be able to provide more services to
their growing communities.
Mobile search queries have grown by a factor of five in the last two years. Councils that go
mobile ahead of others can expect to enjoy a share of new business that is larger than their
ordinary market share.
Mobile represents a huge new arena of opportunity to attract potential residents and
highlight all the sights, attractions and services that a local council provide to potential
families.
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Specific User Access Levels (UAL) functionality
and benefits
RESIDENTS:
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
By making it easy for residents to contact your offices, visit your locations, hear about promotions and events, and provide referrals, you can increase your community
engagement. Because apps are mobile, your residents can do any of these things from anywhere in the world (if they have internet connection), which makes your council and
its services and more accessible than ever before.
Residents will be able to do the following via your mobile app:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View and attend council events
Pay any fees
Pay for licensing/registration for pets
Book appointments with council employees to resolve issues, get information
Report issues to the Council formally or anonymously
View and attend City council events
Vote for matters that concern their community anywhere in the world so long they
have internet access
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COUNCIL EMPLOYEES:
EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY AND SATISFACTION
City council employees at the various locations will have access to features that will enable day to day activities within the council. Smarter technologies allow for efficient
interaction between employees, with residents and other users of the app. Improved efficiency by staff through access to technologies that enable tasks to be performed
quicker and easier will ensure for a happier workforce within the City council. The app can be installed on all devices including desktops (only HTML5) with the unique login
details of that user. Each department may have functions applicable to their day-to-day running activities set up within the app to enable the following:
•

•

At arts centres, arenas and recreational facilities – check membership details,
make payments, sign up users for newsletters, send push notifications for
overdue equipment, provide loyalty badges to promote return visits
Check in at locations, email receipts, take photos of hazards or issues at a site
Training resources can be uploaded to the app to train various staff on certain
aspects such as water safety, CPR, internal office training, etc.
The app enables the user and council to review their access to video training
sessions, including dates viewed, times, etc. The tracking functionality is a great
function for ensuring all staff are trained up at the same rate. Questionnaires or
review resources can be added to review whether the employee has used the
training resources correctly.
Email other departments information regarding customer queries
Set up appointments for residents with relevant council employees
Review community wall posts and respond to queries
Review status of a building in development stages on site or requirements to call
the various maintenance personnel for various council sites
Upload information to the servers relating to residents, office equipment, etc

•

Book venues and meeting rooms at council buildings for public or council related events

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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COUNCIL MANAGEMENT:
AUTOMATION AND EFFICIENT PRACTICES
City council management for the various departments within the council will have access to certain
functions within the app. The management will be able to email and communicate directly with
each other and with their staff.
Management will be able to do the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set up events, meetings and invite attendees
Email employees
Communicate with local businesses
Communicate directly with other council offices
Upload documents and send to
Review issues and send decisions back to residents, businesses, employees, stakeholders, etc

www.buildtech.io
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LOCAL BUSINESSES:
SUPPORT COMMUNITY GROWTH
The City Council can choose to support specific local businesses or sports teams which might be running events that align with community values. The local soccer or hockey,
basketball or football teams which require council support may have a function within the app. The council can show its support of these local heroes and provide updates via
the app, to those users that choose to have it.
These functions will help provide local businesses or sports teams the ability to:
•
•
•
•

Provide updates on their performance & menus.
Sports teams can have the options to set up live scoring which will be viewable via the City council app.
Provide information on upcoming events hosted by local businesses or sports teams
Recognise the support of the local council
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BY LAWS AND PUBLIC SAFETY:
COMMUNITY SAFETY AND WELLBEING
The various bodies (police, fire department and municipal by-laws) will have access to certain
functions within the app.
These bodies will be able to do the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set up various community events and meetings and invite attendees
Email residents, various departments
Run and track polls and debates
Communicate directly with the other public safety departments
Download, upload and complete documents as required
Send out push notifications to notify the community of any major security concerns
Allow the community to directly communicate and get directions to the various bodies locations
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How a smarter Council Mobile App will
better the community
Communication – Big banks all over the world have taken the lead by making banking and paying for services easier through mobile apps. By adding app platforms, the banks
and bigger businesses have cut down costs by making all their features available online at times when their clients want them and evolving as their client base does.
Connection - Loyalty is more important now with the online distractions that are available to people. Councils continue to compete for the time and feedback from their
residents. The cooperation of their residents will depend greatly on the customer experience they have not only at the various council locations but more increasingly from the
Council’s online presence.
Customer satisfaction - When councils can deliver the same or better online experience than that which is provided to residents physically at council locations and events, then
their customer satisfaction will be guaranteed to be positive.
Council services – Allowing the most relevant services that a council provides accessible to the public will ensure a happier community. The app has analytics built in the
backend that will enable council staff to understand which services are requested/accessed the most by end users which will allow the council to allocate more resources to
these services.
Technology - Adding a new channel of communication that is always within reach to residents, employees, councillors and local businesses is now easier with the app platform
technology. By providing this technology to users, councils can ensure they keep up with changes in technology whilst delivering a great user experience.
Security and community connectedness – In the 1990’s we all knew of neighbourhood watch but with the growth and changes in communities, this has been lost. The app
platform provides a safe place for users to report on community matters and interact within the platform in a community forum in a safe manner whilst ensuring the security of
the greater community is observed.
Safety and vital information – The city council app can ensure that any warnings, important events and news updates are available internally and externally to all relevant users.
Training and education tools – Video training tools can be included for council staff for various aspects e.g. CPR, emergency training, customer communication, etc. Easily track
users access and viewing of staff training videos and include resources for staff review and participation for training. Provide educational resources for residents to learn how to
integrate, interact with each other, resolve disputes, etc.
Local points of interest - The app can highlight points of interest for locals and visitors all in one location. The app can then enable users to directly navigate to these locations
and if there are any problems at the locations it is easier to quickly update on the app platform.
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Promote local events – Festivals, grass-root events and social events run by various communities can be highlighted on the app. Residents will be able to request to promote
their event through the council app whilst feeling the support of their council when they do.
Voice issues – The council can conduct survey and studies on matters like transport, community hubs, etc through the app to ensure community support and understanding. All
this information and their responses can be centrally polled and recorded for future.
Community issues – The ability to provide resources for community issues like family violence, vandalism, homelessness, etc that train residents, inform them of steps and
helplines. The app can host videos, documentation, forms and links to helpful websites for issues that affect residents personally.
Environmental awareness - Users and residents are not happy with the now superseded method of physical notices, which is still unfortunately prevalent in local councils. By
adding smarter technology, councils will be able to remove the unnecessarily costly, slow and environmentally damaging use of wasting precious paper. As the communities
become more socially responsible they will be appreciative of their local council’s efforts to reduce waste.
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Integration with a Custom CRM
Integrating a custom CRM (Customer Relations Management) tool adds flexibility and efficiency to the council systems.
A custom CRM that is hosted on the City Council servers also provides an added level of security for resident and employee information.

DATA SECURITY

CUSTOMER SERVICE AUTOMATION

Using industry standard RSA/AES technology the council can encrypt and decrypt
sensitive data (e.g. resident login information). With client-side cryptography the
sensitive data never leaves the council servers.

Run multiple task timers at once and evaluate how long it takes to resolve resident
issues.

Residents can login to view and update their information. Multiple staff accounts.
Control permissions & view login history
The council can control how much access users/ residents have. Management can
limit staff access to projects, information, assigned projects, etc.

Convert invoices in to PDF documents and email PDF Invoice to residents.
Create council database forms, encrypted fields, file uploads, text areas, nested lists,
radio buttons and more with no programming knowledge! Track council income and
expenses. View historical financial data. Schedule recurring bills, reminders and
budgeting
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Integration with Custom VMS and
Facial Recognition Software
Integrating a custom VMS (Visitor Management System) adds security and efficiency to the council buildings.
A custom VMS that incorporates facial recognition software provides an added level of security as well ease of access for residents and staff.

COMMUNITY SECURITY

CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE

Councils will have the ability to combine the VMS and facial recognition software to
keep more accurate records of people accessing council premises.

Customers can have their data saved on the system. This will allow for their records
to be brought up when they are waiting in line to see council staff. This will cut down
the time required to pull up files and confirm the identity of the customer. It will also
give staff the opportunity to quickly file though the customer file. This will give the
staff member the time to greet the customer and improve council customer service.

Staff can use their facial scan to be granted access to their work areas. It will save the
councils having to pay for card swipes systems and replacement of lost card swipes.
This system will allow people requiring access to not have to fumble though bags to
find their access cards.

Customer service staff will ultimately appreciate a tool that helps systemize customer
interaction.
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Integration with Custom LMS Software
Integrating a custom LMS (Learning Management System) adds training tools for staff to use at their convenience. All resources accessed by staff can be tracked and automated
to ensure better success with staff training.
The Calgary communities will appreciate a custom LMS that is flexible. Various tools can be added for individual or general consumption for a variety of circumstances and
purposes.

STAFF UPSKILLING

STRENGTHEN COMMUNITIES

Councils will have the ability to utilize training resources that will be accessible
through smartphones and tablets as well as desktop. Various functionality can be
added to upskill staff and improve job and customer service satisfaction. It is
estimated that the cost to businesses annually is approximately US$500bn from
poorly trained staff and staff turnover.

Community members can be provided training resources that are both free and paid
for. The resources can be for security, health, family issues, community issues and
even around council projects, incentives and services.
Communities will appreciate a council that hears their issues and provides valuable
resources around community issues.

Providing this tool in within the app along with the automation will:

4.

1. Increase staff morale and job satisfaction
2. Improve the productivity of all council staff
3. Reduce errors and their associated costs to the council
Improve the relationship between councils and their communities.
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Integration with other services
SOCIAL MEDIA
A new way for businesses and councils to keep in touch with their communities and clients. Social media platforms allow people to interact with each other, be invited into
council processes and see the more personal side of their council. Event days can be shown on social media platforms and residents and local businesses can share their
experiences and keep in touch with the council.

Instagram

Facebook

LinkedIn

Twitter

YouTube

Myspace

EMAIL AUTO-RESPONDERS
With the use of the mobile app platform and a CRM (Customer Relationship Management) tool the council can grow the email list for its all residents, existing, new and old by
integrating with the council email responder service. The council will be able to easily import contacts gathered from the mobile app into any email marketing campaign and
information services.

iContact

Mailchimp

Emma

GetResponse

Constant Contact

SHOPPING CART ITEMS
Automatically integrate all your shopping store items into a mobile shopping cart feature for merchandise & payment for various council services. The payment feature in the
mobile app can reduce the debt policy that occurs for councils as residents forget to pay in a timely manner for fines and taxes and help automate the payments.

Shopping Cart

Magento

Shopify

www.buildtech.io
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OTHER SERVICES
The council can easily integrate restaurant’s adjacent their offices into the app by adding GrubHub ordering system for quick ordering by end users or council employees.
Wufoo allows the council to create appointments, order, get feedback or create contact forms and much more.
Services like Flickr and Picasa allow the council to display images in a beautiful image gallery format directly from their accounts.
Integrate any audio file online to allow for users to listen on the go from their favorite mobile device with Soundcloud.

SoundCloud

Picassa

Flickr

www.buildtech.io
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City of Calgary Primary Mobile App Benefits

PEOPLE &
TEAMWORK

TIME & WORK
MANAGEMENT

IMPROVED
CUSTOMER SERVICE

ENGAGEMENT &
COMMUNITY

1. EASE OF CONTACT

2. DIRECT MESSAGING

3. COMMUNITY SAFETY

Mobile Apps make it easier for
residents/end users to locate all the
various council locations, facilities and
services and keep in touch with the city
council.

Mobile apps enable the City council to
send Push Notifications directly to users
on the app for events, safety warnings or
even payment reminders.

The city council mobile app can have a
community wall where users and
residents will be able to speak about
issues that concern them, support each
other and provide a place for the
community to feel safe.

1. EMPLOYEE EFFICIENCY

2. MANAGEMENT ACCESS

3.END USER FUNCTIONALITY

User Access Levels (UAL’s) or separation
within the mobile app ensures that
council employees can use various
features within the app to communicate,
send files, access information, manage
expenses, perform staff and team reviews
and create private and public events.

Management will unique access to
functions relevant to their positions and
duties that can be integrated with various
departments within the council.

Public users/residents will have access to
different functions within the same app to
enable them to pay for services, email
photos or forms, arrange appointments
with city council staff.

1. RESIDENT INTERACTION

2. 24/7 365 ACCESS

3. END USER ENGAGEMENT

Mobile apps help improve resident
satisfaction by catering to all their needs
before they know they need it. Mobile
App platforms have analytics which will
allow the council to review services and
information that is most sought after and
resolve council inefficiencies in delivery of
services to residents.

Customer service can be improved by
allowing residents and users to access
services that are important to them. End
users will appreciate an app that gives
them access anytime of the day or night
throughout the year regardless of where
they are in the world.

Give residents the option to feel more
involved in the decisions the councils
make by allowing voting for councillors,
mayors and matters that are relevant via
the app.

1. CALL TO ACTION BUTTONS

2. LEARNING TOOLS

3. COMMUNITY INTERACTION

Allow for residents to have better
engagement with their council by giving
them on touch call, email, feedback,
voting and GPS directions to all council
buildings, landmarks and points of
interest within their municipality.

Allow end users to have access to various
types of educational tools that enable
them to learn how to become a better
neighbour and a better member of the
community.

Promote community events through the
app to ensure greater turn outs and allow
for better information around the events,
security and any additional services like
transport to be easily shared through one
main portal.
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Recommended Functionality
One of the most important reasons for creating a mobile app platform would be to provide the council and end users/residents with smarter ways to connect. All these functions
are normally available for end users via various websites and multiple third (3rd) party mobile applications but can be integrated to be readily available at the touch of a button
on the council mobile app platform. We have developed a platform that enables us to create end user friendly functionality into our apps.
Below are twelve functions that we recommend building into the council app platform from the list of features we can build into a custom mobile platform:

Contact/Social Functions

CONTACT INFORMATION

CUSTOM EMAIL FORMS

EMAIL PHOTO

Give residents/users multiple ways to contact the
council via phone, email and directions to multiple
council locations e.g. council offices, libraries, council
community centers, etc.

Create custom email forms for residents to book an
appointment, request information or send information
to the council pertinent to a dispute.

Allow residents/users to submit photos of hazards,
potholes, graffiti, abandoned cars, dumped rubbish and
stray animals directly to the relevant council.
Council employees can also submit pictures of issues at
a site or from an event and send directly to the team
responsible for review.
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Community Engagement

COMMUNITY WALL

MESSAGES

MAILING LIST

Set up a community wall within the app to enable
residents/ users to leave feedback and create an
environment for the residents/ residents to feel part of
the community.

Stores all your previously sent messages to allow
residents to view messages later e.g. bin collections, fire
and flood warnings, council resolutions for the
community.

Stay in touch with the residents by compiling their
details for you to email them directly in the app with
information that caters to their needs.

Access to Services

MOBILE RESERVATIONS

TAX PAYMENTS

BUSINESS INFORMATION

Enable residents to book appointments with specific
departments within the council to discuss their matters
e.g. parking fines and alterations to existing buildings.

Send reminders and enable residents to pay their taxes
from anywhere in the world at the touch of a button.
This feature can ensure the debt trail is reduced within
the council.

Integrate any information you would like about the
council including vacancies, promotions within the
council, updates to services provided to be readily
available.
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Social Resources

SOCIAL FEATURES

VIDEO INTEGRATION

PODCASTS

Connect with residents on their social media platforms
including Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and Google+ and
various other social media platforms.

Integrate your YouTube channel in a beautifully
displayed format. Having a YouTube channel is a great
way to teach locals a lot about their community and
various aspects including health and safety. Videos
designed around knowing when to leave in case of fires,
floods or where to go in times of danger e.g. police
stations or shelters for women, children, immigrants,
refugees, etc.

Podcasts are becoming more and more popular and can
form the basis for the council to reach residents who
are keen to learn new things at their own time.
Podcasts can be educational tools that will be used at a
time that suits the app user. App users can download
podcasts provided by the council or from the app. store
and use one app for their educational and
entertainment purposes.
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Appendix
The following are features that can be added to your council mobile app platform to make the app more user friendly, increase the end user experience or add a little fun or
security for end users of all ages.

Information Services

POINTS OF INTEREST

BLOG INTEGRATION

GPS DIRECTIONS

Within the app highlight all the points of interest such
as schools, libraries, parks, community centers and
shelter locations.

Include a blog by integrating your RSS feed to allow
your residents to quickly and easily read your blog
posts.

Give your residents turn by turn GPS directions to your
business from anywhere in the world.
Council employees can have directions to all council
locations such as warehouses, offices, training centers,
meeting points events and shelters. for council.

Council employees will have access to your business
locations such as warehouses, training centers and
emergency locations/contacts.
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Employee Automation

EVENT LISTING

TIME CARD

EMAIL RECEIPTS

For the public you can list all your council events,
including any updates all within the app. For council
members they will have access to this feature and see
their internal events.

Council employees can check in at locations to register
their attendance. This can also be used to track the
times for builders, subcontractors and maintenance
personnel who attend any council building sites for
construction, refurbishment or maintenance works.

Give your clients the option to email receipts in case of
any disputes or their inability to attend the offices in
person.
Council employees can send receipts/invoices for any
works and fill in set fields to ensure the information is
sent to the relevant parties and is stored correctly.

Organizational & User Resources

TRAINING VIDEOS

NOTEPAD

VOICE RECORDER

Load in training videos for your staff on aspects that
matter to the council. The app can keep record of how
much of a video has been seen by that staff member, so
this can be a great resource to keep the teams
accountable for their individual training.

Allow users/residents to take notes and email a contact
at the council. Council employees can take notes at
meetings with staff/clients and email them directly to
other staff.

Allows the user to record voice notes and email send
them directly to other staff members.
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User Convenience

NEWS FEED

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS

ONE TOUCH CALLING

Easily gather content instantly from Twitter, Google
news, Facebook, etc. with our powerful news feature.

Send out push notifications to users regardless of where
they are in the world so long they have access to
internet. This is great for such instances as emergencies,
to remind individual users of their taxes, pick up dates
for rubbish, any reported hazards or upcoming events
like meetings at council offices regarding aspects that
may affect residents, etc.

Give your residents the ability to have one touch calling
for whatever service or site they which to get in contact
with. No more having to save numbers.
Council employees can have the list of relevant contacts
within the council or appropriate businesses that
conduct work with the council. This feature can be set
up to enable quick look up and contact from within the
app.

Council & By Law Resourcing

FILE MANAGER

EMERGENCY SERVICES

Council employees, management and councilors can upload
and download files via the app to the City Council servers

List all the emergency points for the residents and integrate
the one touch calling ability for services like the fire
department, local hospitals & local police stations
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User Experience

CALL TO ACTION

QR COUPONS

STREAMING NEWS FEED

Call to action buttons are great because they get your
residents to engage with the council and request
information or give their details for things they may
want including information on events, parking rules and
regulations, support that councils may provide for
certain services.

Create scannable QR codes to enable your residents to
encourage them to try get the most from the council in
the form of rewards. A QR code that enables them to
register for an event, to register with the council to pay
for rates, fines, to receive newsletters, etc.

This is feature is connected to the news feed
functionality. It will show at the bottom of the app
constantly highlighting the most up to date news across
the globe on topics the council has chosen to include.
This feature uses a keyword function that is designed to
pick up the latest related RSS feeds and show them in
the app.

QR coupons can be used at the recreational facilities
and libraries to encourage users to recommend friends
or order more services
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES

DESIGN SPECIFICATION

DEVELOPMENT SPECIFICATION

Our team will design a complete software package that will include the following:
A smarter mobile app platform, social LMS, facial recognition software complete
with VMS and automation to host the colours, images and logo of the city council.
All the elements designed will require input on the message that the council wants
to deliver to the community on where the future of the City of Calgary is headed.
The process will ensure an entire software product that is both easy to use but falls
within the council guidelines.

Our team will work closely with the council and its stakeholders to ensure that the
overall software package that is delivered has functions and features that are
relevant for the council use.

1. RESEARCH & CONCEPT

2. DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

3. SET UP & IMPLEMENTATION

4. EVALUATION & MAINTENANCE

Hold a workshop with key stakeholders
to determine functionality and appoint a
champion, within the council, to drive
the process internally. A review of
current concerns that drive residents to
visit council offices will help give the
council direction on which functions are
most relevant for their platform

Design and development of the first
prototype using all the media and
images provided by the council should
take 3 months. The functions
that are relevant for the council and the
ability to gather all the media the
council requires to be on the app will
help determine the duration
of the development period.

BETA testing with key stakeholders to
test functions, user lever interfaces. The
Beta testing will be followed up by an
internal launch and testing to identify
and fix any issues with council staff.
Launch app publicly on all platforms and
create media to help users better
utilize the platform.

Against a backdrop of a constantly
evolving world of technology and
devices, it is imperative that the new
council app can adapt and grow too.
The app platform has analytics which
will help the council identify areas of
concern to residents, thereby helping
the council to make better connections
with all end users.
A monthly maintenance fee is levied to
facilitate ongoing functionality and
design reviews as well as routine
maintenance and troubleshooting.

Each product we build will be customised to meet the needs of the council, it’s
residents, visitors and local businesses.
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Case study – Freshwater Place App, Southbank
Freshwater Place is a two tower 60 storey premier residential building in the heart of Melbourne, Australia. The building consists of 500 individual living residences/apartments,
with two gyms complete with swimming pools, two separate theatre/entertainment areas, full time concierge services, outdoor areas and various facilities. There are seven
levels of carparking which boasts a car cleaning area for residents to use and nine separate elevators to utilise to access the various levels and towers. In 2013 we approached
the building management team and committee to create an app to enable ease of communication between the residents and various teams that maintain facilities within the
building. The Freshwater Place app was the first app our development team created and used for a building with the intention of fostering better community bonds, reducing
communication costs and increasing technology uptake.

The challenge
At the time of approaching the committee:
All communication within the building was paper based with notices being left under each apartment entry door to notify residents of any issues, maintenance works and
upcoming events.
The building has various real estate managers for the properties so there was no centralised place where contact details were kept for the tower.
There was a disconnect between residents as not all residents were aware of or willing to attend monthly dinners especially as most people didn’t communicate or know each
other.
There was a large cost of hundreds of thousands annually to notify residents by paper as well a large wastage of paper which annoyed the residents.
The concierge inundated with the same issues being presented by residents regularly. This was due to lack of clear information and training resources for appliances and
equipment within residences and the facilities on offer within the public spaces.

Actions taken
Our team proposed an app to resolve the primary concern the owners corporate, building management team and residents which was communication. We conducted a
workshop to identify the other concerns and proposed additional functionalities as well multiple user level interfaces for the various end users. The app had to include features
that would entice end users to use the app as often possible to ensure a better ROI for the investment in the technology.

Results
The cost of informing residents on maintenance matters via paper dropped to one tenth. This reduction in costs was attributed to the fact that most residents downloaded the
app and opted for push notifications on major matters. The minor maintenance matters were added to a building news page in the app which keeps all relevant notices in one
location and available for residents to view at a time that suits them.
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Residents now have training material including videos for gym equipment and all relevant documentation for all electrical and gas appliances within the residences. This has
helped reduce the unnecessary and time-wasting calls to concierge to train new and existing residents, for any damage caused by misuse whilst reducing the number of personal
injuries.
Fun features like Find my car, News feed and Mortgage calculator ensured that the end users came to the app more regularly. Some of these features have since been replaced
as end users became more familiar with using the app for various functionalities within the building.
Events created through the app allowed for people to initiate conversations safely within the platform which resulted in residents creating friendships. As a side effect
neighbours were able to keep each other appraised of any security concerns and helped look after each other’s cars, pets and apartments.
The concierge and facilities management team have improved job satisfaction as the mundane tasks could now be completed by residents directly through the app.
The advent of home automation systems has now been allowed for in any new building apps that we have created. This functionality allows residents to control their individual
systems through the same app.
Residents have been able to access functions and information that matters to them. The analytics within the app on the usage of functionalities allowed the development team
to constantly update the app to provide the most relevant functions to the end users. This fluid approach to the app development ensured higher levels of customer service and
satisfaction.
Automation through the app has freed up the building maintenance staff from having to send out various emails and conduct the follow up process. The automation that we
provided at the initial development of the app provided on-boarding for all the end users and provided follow up information to clearly outline the app benefits and
functionalities.
Owners of apartments have been able to vote for changes in the building and various other matters through voting polls conducted on the app. All information required to assist
the voting process is now uploaded to the app for people to review and separate closed groups can be created to allow for open discussions to be conducted prior to voting. This
process has ensured that not only are the parties voting better educated before voting but they can do it at their convenience.
Push notifications for major issues within the building have been beneficial for all end users of the app. The functionality has allowed residents to take alternative measures to
protect property and other assets as well as knowing when lifts (elevators) are out of order. An owner called to thank our team when a burst pipe meant the carpark was in
jeopardy of being flooded and ruining his very rare and unique classic car. He was on holiday in Europe when he received the push notification and was able to call family
members to go and move the car offsite till the issue was resolved.
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Our technology services
BUILDTECH provides a full list of technology solutions to cater to each project’s unique requirements. Our development team have been creating unique software solutions since
2012 and BUILDTECH has been born out of the vision to provide technology that allows for easier engagement. Our ethos is “If you can dream it, then we can build it”. We have
over 80 staff worldwide specifically dedicated to creating software that will solve any problem you face in your industry, in a package that will be easy to use and custom to your
end requirements. The software we create will evolve with the user base as the world continues to become more technologically savvy to ensure our clients are not left behind
in this digital age.
Below is a list of some of our technology services.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT TOOL (CRM)

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) SOFTWARE

Customer service is the very frontier of resident and council interaction. Therefore,
creating and employing a CRM tool that tracks these interactions will help make
this process easier. Giving the council staff the ability to easily track fines, invoices,
customer details as well as track their productivity will help provide greater job
satisfaction. Less errors can happen when staff are trained to use the CRM well
which will also mean residents will see the benefits.

Our team have developed ERP software for brands Thermomix and Nestle to
enable real time tracking of various aspects of their businesses. The technology
reduces errors which gives confidence to staff within the warehouses on the
numbers and delivery to the clients. Clients can be provided with login access to
view details like quantities and track the delivery dates of their orders. These
elements allow for forecasting and planning of resources for both the supplier and
the client whilst reducing wastage and providing high levels of data encryption to
safely secure information.

FACIAL RECOGNITION SOFTWARE

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (LMS)

Facial recognition software is becoming more mainstream with the addition to
mobile devices and various social media platforms. The security and convenience
offered by this technology makes it a must for any organisation that deals with the
community at large. Staff members at building sites will have the ability to easily
move in and out of areas they are granted access to. When this technology is
combined with a VMS it allows visitors to easily enter their details and have the
information stored for future visits to the various city council buildings. This ease
of access will encourage repeat visits for the variety of services offered by the
council.

The cost to any council of not upskilling staff is very quantifiable. The
effects are seen in the ease at which issues are dealt with, staff turnover,
customer satisfaction and lack of job satisfaction. A well-designed custom
LMS will allow for training tools to be added to empower staff. The LMS
can also have training tools added that the greater community can access
to give them the ability to learn more about their council and their
community.
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MOBILE APP PLATFORM

SaaS (SOFTWARE as a SERVICE) DEVELOPMENT

Technology continues to move at an amazing pace and so do all your potential
clients. Smart mobile devices (phones, TV’s, gaming consoles, watches, etc) have
made navigating the internet that much easier. Having a mobile app platform
ensures that your services and products are available to your fanbase on their
favourite devices at anytime, anywhere in the world. End users can access live
content if they have access to internet connection but some content like
documents, images and video files can be downloaded to their device to provide
24/7 access to any relevant information. Providing a native app will provide all the
council services available at the touch of a button to all end users.

SaaS products are created to provide a central resource for multiple users to have
access to the same service. Each product we create is customizable to the size of
the organisation and their goals. The ability to review which functionalities are
important to individual users has ensured that each product we create,
continuously evolves with its user base. The packages can be cloud based to allow
quicker access by multiple users whilst still providing high levels of security.

VISITOR MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (VMS) SOFTWARE

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT

The purpose of VMS software is to enable easy tracking of visitors to any site. A
well-designed system will reduce the amount of time required for visitors to input
all their information whilst reducing the time staff require to authenticate this
information. The ease at which this process is utilized will be the difference
between visitors having a pleasant experience and opting to return or choosing to
avoid attending those sites again. We have found that when the signup process at
any location is done right, it ensures that any interaction that occurs with staff
afterwards is generally more pleasant.

Our development team have built over 1000 websites between 2014 – 2017 and
worked with some of the big brands like Nestle, Ultratune and Thermomix. We
have created many beautiful and functional websites for many large and small
businesses in many different industries. Our passion behind lead generating
websites is in creating an asset that refers people to you 24/7/365. Our team now
can deploy chat bots to our websites to automate various customer interaction
processes.
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Some of our previous clients
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